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Kulike Farm, Hakalau HI

Hakalau Chocolate Journal #1:
April 2016
Thank you for supporting Hakalau Chocolate! We are excited to share the
chocolate-making process with you. This month, we are doing a little bit
of everything…






Caring for the trees
Picking cacao
pods
Fermenting, drying,
and roasting cacao



Cracking and winnowing the beans



Melanging the
"liqueur" and any
additional ingredients



Storing the chocolate until we can
ﬁnish it with new
tempering machine
(just picked it up!)
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Major Harvest is Winding Down

The peak production from
our cacao trees
has been from
January March. In midApril there are
still a few pods
ripening. The
trees are putting
on lots of new,
red leaves.

These pods helped make up one of our last batches of chocolate in
early April.
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Caring for the Trees
Especially at this
time of year, to
support the new
growth and help
the trees recuperate from fruiting,
we make sure the
trees are well fed.
Here, our farmworker extraordinaire JB is putting
bamboo-leaf
mulch around a
young tree.

The logs at the base
of these cacao trees
are a way of mimicking nature. As they
slowly decompose
over the years they
are a low maintenance source of compost for the tree. The
logs also hold the
mulch in place, which
in this bed is from a
nearby ulu
(breadfruit) tree's
leaves.
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Caring for the Trees
This is another view of the bed that JB is working in. This bed is a
"hugelkultur," which is a permaculture method of planting in a mound
formed over logs and branches. As the wood breaks down it provides a
sustained source of nutrients, as in a forest.

Papaya

Sugarcane

Pigeon Pea
Cacao

Pineapple

Taro

In this bed you can see a typical mixture of edible and support plants,
or “guild”. The papaya and the other larger trees provide the shade
young cacao trees need. The nitrogen-ﬁxing pigeon pea provides
mulch for the other plants, but also produces an edible pea.
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Watching for Form

This cacao tree is around
three years old and will
begin producing next year.
It has a naturally great
“windblown umbrella”
shape (the botanical term
is a "jorquette") - see how
the trunk grew into four
nicely spaced branches?
This will be a good tree for
picking.

Another nice jorquette. If
branches crisscross or
many trunks come from
the base, we prune them.
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Future Fruit
The pinkish ﬂowers
on the cacao tree
come right out of the
stem, above old leaf
scars. They are very
tiny and are pollinated
not by bees, but by
little "no-see-'em"
midges!

Hundreds of
pods form, but
most of them
die off so the
tree isn't overburdened with
fruit.
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The View From our Farm
This is where Hakalau Chocolate all begins, at +1000' along the Hamakua
Coast, with mild ocean breezes, trade winds bringing plenty of rainfall,
and mineral-rich volcanic soil.

Looking makai (towards the ocean)

Looking mauka (towards the mountain) - Mauna Kea in the winter

